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Dr. Elizabeth Whitlock is an Assistant Professor in the University of 

California, San Francisco Department of Anesthesia & Perioperative 

Care.  A clinical anesthesiologist and epidemiological researcher, 

Dr. Whitlock’s work centers on understanding the long-term 

implications of perioperative management on patient-centered 

cognitive and functional outcomes in older adults.  She also 

mentors colleagues and trainees on research design and 

methodology for diverse clinical research projects, with an interest 

in best practices for generating and reporting objective, generalizable, and rigorous studies of secondary 

data.  She has received funding from the Foundation for Anesthesia Education and Research Mentored 

Research Training Grant, the National Institute on Aging’s R03 GEMSSTAR mechanism, and is currently 

supported by the UCSF KL2 training program. 

 

Daniel E. Hall, M.D., M.Div., M.H.Sc., FACS  is Medical Director, High Risk 

Populations & Outcomes for the Wolff Center at UPMC. He is also Professor of 

Surgery, Anesthesia and Perioperative Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh, 

Staff Surgeon and the VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System and Core Investigator at the 

VA Center for Health Equity Research and Promotion. Dr. Hall is practicing general 

surgeon with training in moral philosophy, theology, quality improvement and 

health services research.  His current research focuses on designing care pathways 

that support value-concordant care of frail patients before and after surgery. Other 

research focuses on process improvement aimed at identifying high-risk patients at 

the time of hospital admission in order to trigger and support robust goal clarification.  

Dr. Hall earned degrees in medicine and theology from Yale University before completing his surgical training 

at the University of Pittsburgh. An ordained priest of the Episcopal Church, he was the first John Templeton 

Fellow in Religion and Medicine at Duke University where his research focused on religious measurement and 

the ways in which medical decision-making is influenced by religious and secular worldviews. Other previous 

research focused on describing how patients and surgeons negotiate the process of informed consent for 

clinical surgery. He has published and lectured on ethics, decision-making, surgical palliative care, frailty, 

informed consent and the role religion plays in the context of clinical medicine.  His clinical interests focus on 

minimally invasive and emergency general surgery. 

 

Dr. Vlisides is Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology at Michigan Medicine. He 

completed medical school at the University of Michigan followed by a residency in 

anesthesiology at Massachusetts General Hospital. He then returned to Michigan 

Medicine to complete a T32 fellowship in perioperative neuroscience, and he 

currently has an NIH K23 award for studying neurocognitive recovery after surgery. At 

Michigan Medicine, Dr. Vlisides serves as the Executive Director of Clinical 

Neuroscience research within the Department of Anesthesiology, and he leads a 

research team that seeks to optimize brain health for surgical patients. The main 

focus of his team is to better understand – and improve – postoperative neurocognitive recovery, and his 

team also studies perioperative stroke and related cerebrovascular events. 


